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Started as a memorial for the 20th anniver-
sary of the passing of Eric Mercy, Naru 
Surf Gathering is more than a surf contest. 

Launched in 2017, the now annual event formed as 
part of NAIDOC week celebrations, using surfing as 
a centrepiece for a reunion of Australia’s Indigenous 
surfing community.

With surfers from as far as Queensland and the 
deep South Coast, Coffs Harbour is now part of the 
growing circuit of Aboriginal surfing events. Each 
event is a connection of mobs and a celebration of 
more than scores out of 10 on a placard. Backed by 
Otis Carey’s sponsors and Coffs Harbour Boardrid-
ers, the 2018 Gathering was held in near pristine 
conditions at Park Beach. 

Described as a “cracking winter’s” day, the event 
is made up of both longboard and shortboard 
divisions, a full range of age divisions, as well as 
both men’s and women’s events, totalling close to 
60 heats. A local Aboriginal health service is on 
site during the day, providing free check-ups and 
someone to talk to. There are learn to surf sessions 
for anyone not competing, cultural events for the 
kids and a plethora of other elements that add layers 
of stoke to the atmosphere.

The event kicked off with a Welcome to Country at 
the local Aboriginal preschool, with dance perfor-
mances and shared food. Entry is by donation, with 
$2000 raised this year. The money was partly donat-
ed to former NRL player and boxer Joey Williams 
who has a long history of mental health struggles 

and who now works in men’s mental health in 
Aboriginal communities. 

The theme for NAIDOC week in 2018 was 
“because of her we can”, a powerful message in a 
shifting climate of female representation in many 
facets of Australian society. 

“We have a strong Indigenous women’s presence in 
our community here, so we donated a thousand bucks to 
the local women’s elders group,” says event organiser 
and prominent voice of Indigenous surfing, Rod Carey.  

As surfers, we feel a connection to the ocean in a 
way that it washes off whatever it is we might be 
battling. The ocean is a liberator and a home. For 
the Gumbaynggirr people – whose country includes 
the beaches of Coffs where the Naru Surf Gathering 
takes place – the connection is huge. 

“We have a lot of stories; the ocean is a totem for 
certain mobs in our area. It has provided a whole 
host of things for Aboriginal people in regard to 
food, lifestyle and enjoyment,” Rod says. 

“We all know there’s healing qualities in regard to 
the ocean. It’s a very important place for our mob.”

As Australia, and the Australian surfing community, 
get better at recognising and celebrating our first 
peoples, events like Naru Surf Gathering become 
particularly important. And with some of Australia’s 
prominent Aboriginal figures in surfing making 
moves to build an independent governing body, 

surfing is gaining traction as a cornerstone sport 
among Aboriginal coastal communities. 

“It’s not a thing like Rugby League,” Rod explains. 
“But I would say the opportunity for Aboriginal 
people to surf, through funding programs and 
communities doing learn to surf programs with the 
kids, is growing.” 

Surfing as a tool for social change is something that 
has become increasingly recognised across different 
communities. Sport in general has the ability to 
influence, whether this is in the form of breaking 
down social barriers or shifting consciousness, 
the pure immersion in nature that surfing offers 
gives it significant potential. Events like Naru Surf 
Gathering are powerful in building new narratives, 
particularly when it comes to mental health. 

“It gives our kids an outlet,” says Rod. “Surfing 
before school, surfing after school keeps you 
healthy, keeps you fit. If we can get our kids into 
surfing, into the ocean, whether you’re black, white 
or whatever, it’s a great pastime.” 

The future of the Indigenous surfing community is 
bright. As events like Naru Surf Gathering spring 
up across our vast Aussie coastline, how we see 
Australian surfing can continue to open up and 
celebrate the original ties to these shores that mean 
so much to all surfers. The sacredness of the stories 
and connection to the ocean can be preserved through the 
events that celebrate them, spreading the message that 
surfing belongs to everyone. 
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